
In compliance with Law 34/2002 of 11 July, Services Information Society and Electronic 
Commerce (LSSI-CE), the FOUNDATION ANTONI CAMBRODÍ entity - INSTITUT EVOLUTIONARY 
PSYCHOLOGY informs you that owns the website. According to the requirements of Article 10 
of the Act, reports the following data: The owner of this website is: FOUNDATION ANTONI 
CAMBRODÍ - INSTITUT PSYCHOLOGY EVOLUTIONARY NIF: G43059898 - Registered address: C / 
Higini Anglès, 8, 1, 2nd - 43001 Tarragona. 

USERS 

Access and /or use of this website attributes you the condition of USER, who accepts, the 
General Conditions of Use reflected here. The above conditions apply regardless of the 
General Terms and Conditions which would be enforceable. 

USE OF THE PORTAL 

The website provides access to a multitude of information, services, programs or data 
(hereinafter "content") on the Internet belonging to FOUNDATION ANTONI CAMBRODÍ - 
INSTITUT EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY or its licensors to which the user can access. The user 
assumes responsibility for the use of the portal. This responsibility extends to the record 
necessary to access certain services or content. When registering the USER is responsible for 
providing true and lawful information. As a result of this registration, the USER can provide a 
password that will be responsible, pledging to make diligent and confidential use of it. The 
USER undertakes to make appropriate use of content and services FOUNDATION ANTONI 
CAMBRODÍ - INSTITUT EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY offers in its portal and troves Including, 
but not limited to not use them to:  

(i) engaging in illegal activities, illegal or contrary to good faith and public order;  
(ii) disseminate content or propaganda of racist, xenophobic, pornographic, illegal, apology of 

terrorism or against human rights;  
(iii) causing damage to physical and logical systems of FOUNDATION ANTONI CAMBRODÍ - 

EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY INSTITUT, its suppliers or third parties, introducing or 
spreading computer viruses or any other physical or logical systems that are capable of 
causing damage previously mentioned;  

attempting to access and, where appropriate, use the email accounts of other users and 
modify manipulate their messages. FOUNDATION ANTONI CAMBRODÍ -INSTITUT 
EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY reserves the right to remove any comments and contributions 
that violate the respect for human dignity, which are discriminatory, xenophobic, racist, 
pornographic, that threaten youth or childhood, order or public safety or, in their opinion, are 
not suitable to publish. In any case, FOUNDATION ANTONI CAMBRODÍ - EVOLUTIONARY 
PSYCHOLOGY INSTITUT  will not be responsible for the opinions expressed by users through 
forums, chats, or other participation tools. 


